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Abstract. We present the open source components for drug discovery that has been developed and integrated into the graphical workbench Bioclipse. Building on a solid open source cheminformatics core, Bioclipse has advanced functionality for managing and visualizing chemical structures and related information. The features presented here include QSAR/QSPR modeling, various predictive solutions such as decision support for chemical liability assessment, site-of-metabolism prediction, virtual screening, and knowledge discovery and integration. We demonstrate the utility of the described tools with examples from computational pharmacology, toxicology, and ADME. Bioclipse is used in both academia and industry, and is a good example of open source leading to new solutions for drug discovery.

Background

The use of open source tools in drug discovery is gaining momentum and is an important research field [1–3]. Being able to access, inspect, and extend software reduces time to develop new tools and opens up new possibilities for using algorithms and systems in novel applications. Open source tools are also in many cases easier to integrate into pipelines and workflows, and several open source tools exist for this purpose such as Taverna [4], Knime [5], and Galaxy [6]. Also interesting are systems that integrate software in a workbench, where the user patterns differ from workflow software in that they are more focused on iterative discovery than reproducibility, and with features to operate on various file formats. Examples of such workbenches are Gaggle [7], ISYS [8], and Bioclipse [9, 10].

Bioclipse is an open source workbench and platform for the life sciences. Based on the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP), Bioclipse inherits an advanced plugin architecture and can easily be extended in virtually any direction. Equipped with a scripting engine, all Bioclipse functionality is available from the graphical user interface (GUI) as well as from scripts. This allows for both iterative science with graphical tools, as well as for batch processing where repetitive
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tasks can be automated and entire analyses shared, for example using social sites such as myExperiment [11]. Other core features include a reporting framework for producing printable reports, which can be designed using graphical standalone tools and populated with results in Bioclipse. Also, part of Bioclipse core is the consumption of web services for remote functionality [12].

Bioclipse has an open approach not only to source code but also to data and standards (ODOSOS — Open Data, Open Source, Open Standards), which also are the three pillars the Blue Obelisk movement promotes in the mission towards interoperability in cheminformatics [13, 14]. Data standards and ontologies are of great importance (agreeing on naming and semantics is a non-trivial and tedious process), as well as standards for software interoperability. Bioclipse is built on the OSGi standard [15] for Java module interoperability which is becoming popular in bioinformatics with projects such as Cytoscape [16], and Taverna [4] adopting the standard.

In this paper we summarize a subset of the tools in Bioclipse and demonstrate their usage in drug discovery (see Table 1 for a summary). Applications range from computational toxicology to ADME and metabolism predictions, but also include frameworks for developing and deploying new tools and algorithms. This has lead to a user base that includes both developers, scientists, and teachers on various levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plugin</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheminformatics</td>
<td>Management, editing, and visualization of chemical structures</td>
<td>[9, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QSAR</td>
<td>Functions and graphical tools for setting up Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship datasets, supporting the open standard QSAR-ML</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Support</td>
<td>Framework and user interface for applying predictive models on chemical structures</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaPrint2D</td>
<td>Site-of-metabolism prediction for CYP-mediated bio-transformations</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunn</td>
<td>Laboratory information management system (LIMS) for drug screening using microplates</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenTox</td>
<td>Computational toxicology predictions using the OpenTox infrastructure</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>Framework for working with linked data</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIVDRC</td>
<td>Prediction of drug susceptibility for HIV proteases and reverse transcriptases</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A list of plugins and features for Bioclipse relevant to drug discovery.
Cheminformatics

Cheminformatics in Bioclipse provides core functionality for working with chemical structures and covers loading and saving in various file formats, editing, calculations, and visualizations. Bioclipse uses the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK) [24] for this core cheminformatics functionality. The JChemPaint editor is used for visualization and editing of 2D structures [25] and Jmol is used for depicting 3D structures [26]. For external storage Bioclipse primarily focuses on the MDL molfile, SMILES, InChI, and CML [27] serialization formats. Generation of 3D geometries is performed with Balloon [28].

Besides this basic cheminformatics functionality, Bioclipse also supports chemical names. There is search functionality to find chemicals in ChemSpider and PubChem, and with the OPSIN [29] plugin handling IUPAC names is trivial. Further support is provided by a plugin for the Chemical Resolver Identifier (cactus.nci.nih.gov/chemical/structure).

Decision support

Predictive modeling is a core component in drug safety for assessing chemical liabilities, and aims at predicting the toxicity of novel chemical structures in silico [30]. Several approaches exist for this, including database lookups, structural alerts, and QSAR, where most are based on the assumption that similar structures are similar in response (e.g. activity or property). While this hypothesis is not valid in all cases, the process is fast and used extensively in drug discovery [31]. Structural alerts are chemical substructures or structural patterns which have been linked to a response, and are commonly defined manually by experts in the field.

Modeling with QSAR/QSPR (Quantitative Structure-Activity/Property Relationships) is another common method in ligand-based drug discovery. By relating chemical structures to a response using mathematical or statistical methods, predictions can be made for novel compounds [32]. One key factor is the numerical representation of chemical structures (called descriptors) for the analyses, which should capture the chemistry and allow for inter/extrapolation in chemical space. Such descriptors can for example be based on physicochemical properties [33], chemical fingerprints [34, 35], or chemical fragments [36].

A core component for drug discovery in Bioclipse is the Decision Support system, providing a platform for accessing computational models, such as database lookups, structural alerts, and QSARs from a unified GUI [18]. The use case is: given a chemical structure, present in a condensed manner the relevant information from as many sources as possible, including predictive models. Bioclipse Decision Support presents several general properties which are important for drug discovery:

*Predict on a local computer* Bioclipse Decision Support can execute simultaneous (predictive) models for novel compounds on the local computer, without requiring an internet connection. This is important as many drug discovery projects
are reluctant or prohibited (for security reasons) to send information about drug leads over untrusted networks. It also means that predictions can be made on laptops while traveling, and enables fast response without the latency of networks and remote servers. However, offline predictions are naturally restricted to the data and models that can be kept on the local computer.

**Interpretable results** Predictions in the domain of drug discovery can be done for filtering purposes, where the objective is to rapidly predict a property (such as logD, logP, or solubility) and prioritize between a large set of structures. But also for explanatory purposes and for decision support on how to make favorable structural modifications [37]. Bioclipse Decision Support provides several means for interpretations of models. In the example of a structural alert, the corresponding substructure is highlighted in the query molecule. The chemical structures of identified exact matches and near neighbors in databases can be displayed, and for QSAR models it is possible to get a graphical interpretation of nonlinear models [38, 39].

**Fast predictions** With a focus on fast response-time from predictions it is possible to execute predictions for a molecule, make changes to the chemical structure, rerun the predictions, and get updated predictions in near-real time. This allows for testing how predictions would be affected by different hypotheses regarding structural modifications.

**Computational toxicology**

There are several features in Bioclipse for computational toxicology. Bioclipse Decision Support has been used to present models based on open data for the endpoints Ames mutagenicity [43], carcinogenicity [44], and AhR inhibition [45]. Structural alerts were included that have been linked to toxicity, also sometimes referred to as toxicophores [43, 46]. Experiences with multiple simultaneous models is very illustrative for the multi-objective optimization problem that drug discovery constitutes. One example of various hypotheses-trying on structural modifications is available in Figure 1.

Another feature in Bioclipse is the integration of predictive toxicity models from the OpenTox project [21, 47]. Here the Bioclipse Decision Support was extended to present the online predictive services of OpenTox alongside existing models in Bioclipse, allowing users to easily access all available OpenTox models. We believe that the combination of models running on the local computer with optional remote services in a graphical workbench gives a very flexible workbench for predictive toxicology.

**ADME predictions**

ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion) describes the disposition of a drug within an organism, and is well recognized as an important element in small molecule drug discovery and development [50]. Of primary aim in
Fig. 1. (a) The compound TCMDC-135308 was selected from the Tres Cantos Antimalarial Compound Set (TCAMS) - a collection of compounds that inhibits growth of Plasmodium falciparum by at least 80% at a concentration of 2 μM [40] - and which also is similar (Tanimoto 0.915) to quinazoline 3d [41], a potent human-TGFβ1 inhibitor. The compound was accessed from the ChEMBL Neglected Tropical Disease Database (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembltd) and imported into Bioclipse Decision Support, and we note a structural alert for carcinogenicity with the corresponding atoms highlighted.

(b) Replacing the dimethylamino group of TCMDC-135308 by a methoxy group shows no remaining carcinogenicity alerts. Example adapted from [42].

ADME modeling is to promote candidates presenting ADME-properties within certain intervals, such as the well known (but debated) Lipinski rule of having an octanol-water partition coefficient (logP) of less than 5 [51]. Several ADME models for Bioclipse Decision Support are available, including water solubility [52], Blood-Brain-Barrier Penetration [53], and P-Glycoprotein (PgP) Inhibition [54].

It is estimated that over 70% of marketed small molecule drugs are eliminated primarily by CYP enzymes [55]. MetaPrint2D is a tool for predicting site-of-metabolism for CYP-mediated biotransformations, and which has been integrated into Bioclipse [19]. By describing a large training set of biotransformations with circular fingerprints [56], we achieved fast and accurate predictions. The speed opens up for making site-of-metabolism predictions early available in the drug discovery process.

Screening

Drug discovery encompasses various forms of screening, such as high throughput screening [58], and virtual screening [59]. Brunn is a laboratory information system for high throughput screening [20] on microtiter plates which is based on Bioclipse. It provides the user with a point-and-click interface for managing a multitude of plate layouts. Excel like formulæ can be defined in order to calcul-
late values for wells such as for example survival index or other score functions. Coefficient of Variation (CV %) is calculated for replicates as an help in identifying positional variability, and other calculations can be manually created. Brunn handles dilution series and produces dose response curves with IC\textsubscript{50} values which are presented in printable reports using the reporting system in Bioclipse.

In a recent study, predictive models for cancer growth inhibition were built on the U251 dataset of the National Cancer Institute Developmental Therapeutics Program (NCI60 cell line panel), together with mutagenicity models based on Ames data [43], using the statistical language R integrated in Bioclipse [60]. Approved compounds in drugbank [61] were then prioritized using these models for inhibiting cancer growth and with low predicted mutagenicity profile. The results showed that indeed a number of anti-cancer drugs were present among the top ranked drugs.

![Fig. 2. Computational toxicology predictions using the OpenTox models. For example we see the results of tools such as SmartCyp [48] and ToxTree [49]; these predictions are accessed remotely over the internet and via the OpenTox infrastructure [21].](image)
Knowledge discovery

An important feature of a workbench for drug discovery is the possibility to discover and aggregate the wealth of information that can be found on public websites: for decision making it is important to know what has already been done before. Bioclipse provides functionality to search for structures in PubChem and ChemSpider, but it also allows for searching the internet for drug-properties using Semantic Web technologies. This is an increasingly used web technology, used for example in drug discovery by the IMI-funded Open PHACTS project [62] and in safety by the EU/Colipa-funded ToxBank project for alternative testing (http://www.toxbank.net/). Using this approach various databases can be seamlessly searched, including those provided by the Linked Open Drug Data community of the W3C Health Care and Life Sciences interest group, such as ChEMBL [63], ChEBI [64], DrugBank [61], SIDER [65], and DBPedia [66]. An important difference with regular web databases is that semantic web technology allows for following of active links between databases, very much like clicking hyperlinks in web pages.

The linked data nature of this approach allows the web to be crawled for information about those drugs. The search can be initiated by e.g. a chemical
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**Fig. 3.** The MetaPrint2D prediction for the drug Phenytoin (top structure); atoms with high probability of being site-of-metabolism are colored in red. We see that the predictions are in concordance with the results published in [57], where it is noted that CYP facilitates 4-hydroxylation of phenytoin to yield 5-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-5-phenylhydantoin (HPPH, bottom structure).
Fig. 4. Search results for aspirin found by following Linked Open Drug Data links between databases. The top half shows properties found in the ChEBI database as shared by Bio2RDF. The bottom half shows side effects from the SIDER database, redistributed as Linked Data by the Free University of Berlin.

structure, for example a SMILES string or MDL molfile, or from a drug name resolved with the Chemical Resolver Identifier discussed earlier. This will result in a few calls out to databases after which the semantic web links will be followed and further information about the seeding drug identified. Common ontologies are recognized and used to extract specific data; for example, the Cheminformatics Ontology (CHEMINF) [67] can be used to extract drug properties. Using this approach, online databases can be queried for potentially interesting information, including pharmacology, ADME properties, interactions with other drugs and target, etc. (see Figure 4), and the result may serve as initial information for more in-depth studies.

In addition, these semantic web approaches can also be used to simply mine a single database, such as the ChEMBL database [63]. We used this approach earlier to search and aggregate chemical structures and matching properties. We previously published a study where this approach was used to perform a substructure mining to find molecular fragments specific for particular protein families, and to create QSAR model from these structures for predicting IC$_{50}$ [22].

Discussion

In this article we have described many of the features in Bioclipse that are used in drug discovery. During the years, many of these tools have matured and
gained acceptance in both academic and industrial settings. Examples include
the MetaPrint2D and Decision Support features which now form part of As-
traZeneca R&D’s toolbox for computational toxicology and ADME predictions.
Another example is the development and adoption of Bioclipse as a workbench
for predictive toxicology in the OpenTox community. The latter is also a good
example of the power of open source and open standards, where it was possible,
without substantial effort, to integrate and consume remote predictive OpenTox
services from within Bioclipse. There are many other features in Bioclipse that
are more distantly related to drug discovery, such as the bioinformatics features
for working with sequences (DNA, RNA, protein), the statistical analysis frame-
work building on R, and many other unpublished features - see the Bioclipse
website (www.bioclipse.net) and wiki for more extensive feature listings.

It has been argued that the prime benefit of open source is the reduction
of R&D costs, but there are also other substantial advantages. For example,
the time for implementing new algorithms can be reduced substantially when
building on existing open source frameworks and libraries. Another implication
is that users can locate and fix bugs themselves, which can save a lot of time.
The level of trust in predictions is higher when scientists can inspect the code.
Also, the voluntary participation of fellow researchers can improve tool quality
and e.g. identify failing use cases that otherwise would have gone unnoticed. The
reuse of code in another setting with slight modifications can also open up for
novel applications, benefitting the original implementor.

One obstacle with open source drug discovery is the increasing amount of
incompatible software tools being developed. In order for open source drug dis-
covergy to reach its full potential, the burden of integrating such tools and data
into larger frameworks needs to be reduced. Equally important is the simple pro-
visioning of tools for end-users, who normally do not possess extensive computer
skills. Bioclipse addresses both of these issues with an extensible framework
where new algorithms, visualizations, and other tools can easily be integrated
and provisioned via a software update function for downloading the latest fea-
tures — without requiring them to be located on a central server. The imple-
mentations are then exposed via graphical user interfaces (such as editors and
wizards) that scientists are used to work with, hiding technical solutions.

There are today hundreds of software frameworks and tools that are used
as standalone packages. Not all are suitable for integration in a workbench like
Bioclipse, but a general advancement of standards for both data and software
would enable more interoperable solutions and reduce data loss in file format con-
versions. The Bioclipse project takes active part in such working groups when
possible, such as the Blue Obelisk [13] and OpenTox [47]. The adoption of the
plugin-architecture OSGi by widely used open source software in bioinformat-
ics, such as Taverna, Knime, and Cytoscape ensures the future compatibility of
Bioclipse with other tools, and opens up for the idea of a marketplace for com-
putational drug discovery where the best available methods are easily available,
to the benefit of everyone.
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